“Smart ideas for sustainable and low-carbon ports”
The SUPAIR Mutual Learning Workshop
Sala Vulcania 1, Maritime Station - Trieste, 13 November 2019
Molo dei Bersaglieri, 3, 34123 Trieste - Italy
Ports are hubs connecting different types of transport systems at global and regional level.
However, freight loading and unloading operations and passengers’ mobility have significant
impact on the environment, especially on air quality, water and noise pollution as well as CO2
emissions. For this reason, ports can act as drivers for the implementation of more efficient and
greener transport policies. In particular, ports can increase their sustainability by following a
methodology that helps them in detecting their environmental impact and identify ways to reduce
their carbon and ecological footprint.
The SUPAIR project engaged and supported 7 ports of the Adriatic-Ionian region in developing
and promoting solutions for a sustainable and low-carbon management of their operations.
The Workshop is the chance to get an insight into the ports performances in terms of sustainability
and learn more about the strategies they are adopting to reduce their impact on the environment.
The event is organized together with the XXIII edition of the ASITA Conference (Italian Federation
of Scientific Associations for Territorial and Environmental Information) that will be held in Trieste
on Nov. 12-14, 2019 at the Trieste Maritime Station.
The SUPAIR Workshop will be moderated by Prof. Marco Mazzarino (IUAV).

Programme
TIME

TALK TITLE

SPEAKER

14:00

Participants registration

14:30

The SUPAIR project

Fabio Tomasi – Area Science Park

14:45

Sustainability: a key element for port
development

Guido Vettorel – Port of Ancona

Port anti-pollution base
Prevention and management of natural
disasters in the Adriatic Sea

Domenico Guidotti and Centonza
Primiano – Guidotti Ships
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15:30

Strategies for environmental protection: how
to improve energy efficiency in the Port of
Venice

Erika Rizzo - North Adriatic Sea
Port Authority

15:45

Our Journey on the Waves of Sustainability
SUPAIR project: moving forward to drive and
align the Port of Trieste' efforts with
international and European legislative
frameworks

Elisabetta Scala - Port Network
Authority of the Eastern Adriatic
Sea

16:00

Development of Sustainability in the Port of
Koper
Achievements and plans

Franka Cepak - Luka Koper

16:15

Green port transformation
Improvement of port´s efficiency and
environmental performance

Rade Stanisic - Port of Bar
Holding Company

16:30

Designing a Sustainable Eco- Friendly Port
SUPAIR project: an approaching guide to
regenerate the port–city link through a
sustainable action plan

Serena Kovaçi - Durres Port
Authority

16:45

Strengthening the environmental and energy
management of a port under development
What SUPAIR-ADRION project offered to the
Port of Thessaloniki

Alkiviadis Tromaras, on behalf of
Eva Vafaki - Thessaloniki Port
Authority SA

17:00

Transforming the Port of Piraeus into a next
generation port with advanced environmental
measures

Chryssanthi Kontogiorgi - Piraeus
Port Authority SA

17:30

The Transnational Cooperation Network of
Adriatic-Ionian sustainable and low-carbon
Ports

Lefteris Sdoukopoulos and Maria
Boile - Centre for Research and
Technology Hellas

18:10

Final debate

18:30

End of the Workshop

Marco Mazzarino – IUAV

Networking cocktail together with the ASITA
Conference
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Useful information
How to reach the venue?
The SUPAIR Mutual Learning Workshop will take place at the Trieste Maritime Station, located just a few
meters from the City main square (Piazza Unità d’Italia)
Trieste Maritime Station
Molo Bersaglieri, 3 - Trieste

GETTING THERE
From the Train Station
From Trieste Central Railway Station (800m), you can enjoy a walk along the sea or take bus n. 8 or n. 30.
The stop is in front of the Stazione Marittima Conference Hall.
From the motorway
From the A4 Venice / Trieste Highway take the 'Sistiana / Trieste Centro' exit and follow the directions to
the center of Trieste. Once on the seafront, you will see the Stazione Marittima Conference Hall near
Piazza Unità D'Italia.
From the airport
From Ronchi dei Legionari airport (35km) take the coach n. 51 to Trieste; you will stop at the Coach
Station. Alternatively, you can take a train from Trieste Airport Railway Station that gets you into the
Central Railway Station. From both Coach and Railway Station you can walk along the sea or take bus n. 8
or n. 30, the stop is in front of the Stazione Marittima Conference Hall.
From Venice airport (150km) take the A4 Venice / Trieste Highway and follow the indication above.
Alternatively, you can take the ACTV line 15 bus or the ATVO FLY BUS shuttle to Venezia Mestre railway
station, then take a train to Trieste Central railway station. The journey with public transport lasts about 2
hours and a half.
From Lubiana airport (115km) you can reach Trieste using the GoOpti transfer. The journey lasts about 1
hour and a half.
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Accommodation
The nearest hotels are:
1. Urban Hotel Design, https://www.urbanhotel.it/en/
2. Hotel Residence L'Albero Nascosto, https://www.alberonascosto.it/
3. Nuovo Albergo Centro, https://www.hotelcentrotrieste.it/
4. Hotel Continentale, http://www.continentalehotel.com/
5. NH Hotel, https://www.nh-hotels.it/hotel/nh-trieste

Contacts
For any problem please contact:
Fabio Tomasi
Email: fabio.tomasi@areasciencepark.it
Tel: +39 040 3755268
Cell: +39 335 1881887
Silvia Zampese
Email: silvia.zampese@areasciencepark.it
Tel: +39 040 3755108
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